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“The north is both our glory and our problem. It is the land that gave birth to all 

the clichés – dark, grim, cobbled and the rest of it-because in its heyday they were 

true. No part of England has had a stronger character, and you do not part with 

that sort of reputation easily”

Extract from: ‘True North’, Martin Wainwright.





































































North of Preston, North of Newcastle

The great unrepresented gap!



















'Fay Godwin comes, almost as Wordworth came, to look not only at Grasmere, but at the 
lot of farmers, the agriculturalists of today. She balances the image of the landscape, 
which still seems to us a kind of permanence, with the changing lives of the farmers. She 
brings the objective eye of the photographer, even as Wordsworth and Dorothy brought 
their objectivity to the Romantic projection which words such as 'paradise ' or 
'permanence' impose upon the world of all of us, where, in Wordsworth's phrase, 'we 
find our happiness or not at all.' The dialogue between the permanent and the changing 
is present in these photographs and they carry on a tradition that Wordsworth himself 
would have found uplifting.'





















By Caroline Spelman, Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
10:00PM GMT 03 Jan 2012

“But at the same time as valuing the very special nature of rural life, we need to be 

realistic about the challenges that these communities face - challenges which have 

been exacerbated by over a decade of neglect. For too long, there has been an 

imbalance – not just ‘north-south’, but ‘rural-urban’. Five rural post offices a week 

closed under the previous Government.”





Rural poverty

Employment problems

Migration to cities

Aging population

Commuter villages

Property prices (availability)

Drug problems

Diversification pressures

Transport issues

Homelessness

Education (village school closures)

Mental health issues

General health issues

Isolation

Post Office, grocery shop, bank, pub 

closures

Environmental concerns

Crime

Infrastructure problems

Accessibility issues

Labour shortages

Low wages

Brexit
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